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From: DAVID WATERHOUSE [djwaterhouse@shaw.ca]
Sent: Sunday, November 17, 2013 12:54 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Opt Out Fees

Good day Secretary, 
 
I would like to point out that our analog meters include reading costs. 
 
Please permit me to display a few analog meter versus smart meter facts. The analog meter 
is a quality instrument made of heavy duty glass and steel. During its'long life (30 to 40 
years) it requires virtually no maintenance and its' initial cost is less than one hundred 
dollars. On the other hand the "smart meter" is a very cheaply made, plastic housed 
transmitter whose life expectancy is no more than (10 to 15 years) and its' initial cost 
is five hundred dollars. 
 
While the analog meter quietly goes about its' business requiring nothing more than 
reading from time to time, the "smart meter's costs have just begun. During its' short 
life span it will require regular software updates. Of significant cost of course will be 
the necessity for a completely new department, security. We are all very much aware of the 
need for cyber security. Can any of us name a major company or even government that has 
not been successfully hacked? Master Card, Visa, Facebook, Adobe and the Pentagon are just 
a few, that in spite of large and very costly security departments, were hacked and 
confidential information was stolen.  
 
I would like to ask the Commission, which meter makes more sense to you? Had the BC 
Liberals allowed you to take part in the initial smart meter decision making, and knowing 
what you now know, would you have allowed the program to proceed? Why should we be charged 
anything for our intelligently designed, cost effective analog meter? I believe that BC 
Hydro/BC Liberals should thank us for being fiscally responsible. The "smart meter" 
program is not. 
 
David Waterhouse 
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